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CHANGE by Karla Carr
Big or little, many people don’t like change. When the
unknown heads our way we often become fearful. It makes us feel
that we have no control. If however, the change coming is something
we like or want to see in our lives, then we say. “Hooray!” Change
can also work for us in a positive way when we carefully plan for it.
So, why talk about change in this newsletter? Because it’s
time to take a careful look at Polio Epic and how we do business. All
businesses and community groups complete regular assessments of
“what, why and how well’ they are doing the work they were designed
to do. We want you, our membership, to participate in this evaluation.
During the remainder of 2015, the board will be evaluating how Polio
Epic works. We will look at everything: board positions and their
duties, the structure and purpose of monthly board meetings and
Saturday general membership meetings, the web site, our newsletters
and many other aspects of our mission.
Most likely, this evaluation will bring about change of some
kind, but it doesn’t have to make any of us uncomfortable. All
members can participate and have their voices heard. There will be
opportunities at the October and November general meetings to
provide input to the board. If you can’t attend the meetings, you can
complete an evaluation form soon to be distributed to members who
are interested in giving their input.
We are excited about the future and expect to get many
“hoorays” as an outcome of this work. Don’t worry, we’re not going
away! In fact, we expect to be getting better! Life is changing for all of
us as we age and those changes need to be considered as we move
forward. We want changes that will continue to keep Polio Epic in the
leadership role it has been in since formation in 1985. Over the past
30 years we have created an outstanding web site and newsletter
along with a support/educational group that has developed a multitude
of training materials for polio survivors, professionals and family
members. We have a reputation as a strong leader in many parts of
the world. We want to hang on to this and continue the work still
necessary for improving the lives of polio survivors.
All of us can have a part in doing this work. If you haven’t had
the role you want, then this is the time to speak up. There is room for
everyone.
You can be involved in public speaking, writing
newsletters articles, working on the web site, joining the board, making
phone calls, finding speakers for the Saturday membership meetings,
soliciting door prizes for the December luncheons and much, much
more. Remember, the sky’s the limit!
The word for the day is “Hooray!”

The opinions expressed in this publication are those of the individual writers and do not necessarily constitute an endorsement or approval by
POLIO EPIC, INC. If you have personal medical problems, please consult your own physician
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New Members

Memories




Helen Wooden – Prescott, AZ
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Charles & Wanda Wunder –Tucson, AZ
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RAFFLE BENEFITING POLIO EPIC & OTHER TUCSON CHARITIES
Once again, the Jim Click Automotive group is
generously offering a fabulous vehicle to raffle
off. This year it is a 2015 Anniversary Limited
Edition Mustang for you and millions for Tucson
charities. This is an incredible rare vehicle. The
Ford Motor Company is only building 1,964 of
these limited edition vehicles to celebrate 50
years of the iconic Ford Mustang, and they are going to be giving one away to one very lucky
winner. Support Polio Epic by buying your tickets today for a once in a lifetime chance to win
this collector’s edition car. Only 100,000 tickets are being sold. Tickets are $25 each or 5 for
$100. Remember that all proceeds go directly to Polio Epic, Inc. Contact Frank Frisina at
Shinybear@msn.com or 520-327-3252 or any board member to purchase raffle tickets.

Healthy Aging and Physical Disability
Hello Friends!
Have you ever been frustrated trying to find “new” information
about post-polio syndrome? Have you slogged through medical jargon
until you couldn’t stand any more dictionary searches?
Well, the University of Washington has created a wonderful resource on-line that you
simply must explore. Their Rehabilitation Medicine Research and Training Center has an
ongoing study of Healthy Aging and Physical Disability. Since the name of the study is quite a
mouthful, they shorten it to a mnemonic “AGERRTC”; I will use that shortened version here.
The Web Address is: agerrtc.washington.edu/. They also have active social media updates
at: facebook.com/agingrrtc and twitter.com/Agingrrtc. Using the web contact points will
allow you to quickly catch up on the latest topics. You can sign up for quarterly enewsletters at agerrtc@uw.edu. You can explore the medical research articles in depth at
agerrtc.washington.edu/pubs. Perhaps you will find a study that pinpoints the issue you are
dealing with right now, such as sleep difficulties, which you might want to share with your
doctor. So whether you are looking for a brief update or the latest medical research, start at
this site!
What I love most about AGERRTC is their understanding of the challenges and
opportunities of aging, linking readers to reliable authoritative medical resources, tips on
dealing with people and agencies, and reassurance that you are not alone in your situation.
The latest update includes articles on:
• The Role of Happiness in People Living with Chronic Pain
• Resilience May Help Us Stay Engaged in Life and Side-Step Depression
• Falls: An Interview with Patricia Matsuda
• Health Care Use and Unmet Needs
HIGHLIGHTS OF FIVE YEARS OF RESEARCH
Since 2008 AGERRTC has gathered their base information from people with
disabilities, including Post-Polio syndrome (PPS), Muscular Dystrophy (MD), Multiple
Sclerosis (MS), and Spinal Cord Injury (SCI). They have compiled, analyzed and summarized
five year’s worth of survey data. I have participated each year in the survey and am told that
several other Tucson area people with PPS have also. If you participated, did you ever think,
“Gosh, I deal with this stuff every day. Don’t remind me of the falls, the “brain fog” and
depression.” But AGERRTC can help you keep a balanced view and give valuable techniques
to improve your lifestyle.
This fantastic 5th year report points to an incredible array of ways to better
understand your conditions, help yourself and make the most of the energy you have. There
are data that show how maintaining a good attitude helps you deal with every other aspect
of your life. It is not always easy, but there are practical ways to start and keep moving along
a tract of coping well. By the way, you can still sign up to participate in future surveys on
the website!

ONLINE FACT SHEETS
The easy to use website is loaded with Factsheets on aging well, dealing with the world of
work, and effectively communicating with doctors. The first Factsheet we will highlight in
this edition of Polio Epic is How to Get the Most Out of Health Care Visits.
Heaven knows that WE have to educate the physicians and other health care
personnel about what services and medications we need, what worked and what didn’t, and
so forth. After all, while nearly all of us PPS folks are baby-boomers or older, our health care
providers tend to be substantially younger and have had little if any contact with PPS
patients before. The excellent AGERRTC Fact Sheet on How to Get the Most Out of Health
Care Visits is a great map for navigating the medical world! It describes what to expect from
the doctor and recommends you get ready by making a PACT with yourself. That translates
into: Prepare to explain your condition, medications, special equipment and symptoms. Ask
questions from a list you prepare in advance. Some doctors are better at communication
than others, so be prepared to push for more information if you don’t understand. Ask for
copies of test results and about possible interactions of medications. Creating a plan taking
into account what you have learned from your doctor and adding YOUR decisions about
options available. Make sure you understand the plan fully. Take-away materials should
include a written version of your healthcare decisions, a follow-up plan and schedule, and
additional information sites or readings.
ADDRESSING YOUR CHANGING NEEDS
AGERRTC publications give you pointers on how to use the research they conduct in
YOUR life. I found the article, “The Role of Happiness in People Living with Chronic Pain”
useful in suggesting what I can do to keep chronic pain from derailing my usually positive
attitude.
The suggestions included:
a. Lend a helping hand or give back to others
b. Work towards a personal goal
c. Some people may find meaning in spiritual activities
d. Nurturing relationships
e. Expressing gratitude every day
I am very grateful that the University of Washington has allowed Polio Epic to
extensively quote and paraphrase their insightful information. University of Washington
(2013). Provider’s Guide to Using Aging with a Physical Disability Factsheets [Factsheet].
Aging and Physical Disability Rehabilitation Research and Training Center.
http://agerrtc.washington.edu/ The individual writers of each fact sheet can be found on
the appropriate web page.
Written by: Phyllis Bannister

Polio Epic’s 30 t h Anniversary Luncheon
WHEN: Saturday, December 12, 2014
WHERE: Hilton - Tucson East 7600 E. Broadway Blvd.
TIME: 11:00 AM ~ Registration and Socializing
11:45 AM ~ Lunch will be served
WHAT: ENTERTAINMENT & DOOR PRIZES
COST: $14.00 per person
Please return the bottom half of this form with your check by Tuesday, December 8, 2015
Menu Choices: Each meal comes with a baby green salad, Chef’s accompaniments, rolls,
Holiday dessert and ice tea & coffee.
Choices for Main Course:
1. Sliced holiday HAM with cider glaze & cranberry chutney.
2. Sliced oven roasted TURKEY breast with turkey gravy
and cranberry chutney
3. VEGERTARIAN PASTA PRIMAVERA with marinara sauce
Cut here and send in the bottom half. (Put this on your refrigerator so you won't forget!!)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RESERVATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 8, 2015
Please reserve the following number of tickets
_____Tickets @ $14.00 each = $_____________Total enclosed
Please PRINT your name and phone number.
Your name______________________________________Phone#____________________
Print your name and the names of others attending below
Please remember to circle the menu choices per each guest.
Make checks payable for $14.00 per person to Polio Epic, and send by December 8th.
Please PRINT in the names of the persons who will be attending and circle
each menu choice request.
Name___________________________________________________________ TURKEY
HAM
PASTA
Name___________________________________________________________ TURKEY

HAM

PASTA

Name___________________________________________________________ TURKEY

HAM

PASTA

Name___________________________________________________________ TURKEY

HAM

PASTA

Name___________________________________________________________ TURKEY

HAM

PASTA

IF YOU MAKE A RESERVATION BUT AT THE LAST MINUTE ARE UNABLE TO ATTEND,
PLEASE NOTIFY NANNOE BY DECEMBER 8TH – AND YOU WILL GET A REFUND.
REMEMBER, POLIO EPIC PAYS HALF THE COST OF THE LUNCHEON.

“New Mobility” and CNN quoted Rand Paul back in January 2015 as saying: "Over half of
the people on disability are either anxious or their back hurts," said Paul, who is an
ophthalmologist, "Everybody in this room knows somebody who's gaming the system."
CNN dug into details and reported: "The share of back pain and anxiety sufferers doesn't crack
50%, not even when you lump in the broader categories of "mood disorders" --14% of
disability beneficiaries -- and "musculoskeletal system and connective tissue" diseases, which
account for 29% of total beneficiaries. You can even add in the 4.9% of people receiving
disability checks for "injuries" and you still don't reach Paul's 50% threshold."
CNN also investigated the "fraud" statement: "Yeah, but what about all that fraud?
Well, it's less common than some would lead you to believe -- though it's not clear exactly how
much fraud occurs. The Social Security Administration has often cited a figure that disability
fraud amounts to less than 1% of cases. Conservatives have disputed that figure, but what's
clear is that the number of applications referred to investigators and then the number of cases
actually determined to be fraudulent are in the thousands -- not the tens or hundreds of
thousands, which would indicate a significant percentage.
A Social Security administrator told a congressional committee in 2012 that of the 19,000
cases referred for suspected fraud, only about 4,600 were opened for fuller investigation. And
fewer were determined to be fraudulent."
We can't publish political stuff due to non-profit status; but we can publish FACTS about
fraud. It is Critical for PPS folks and their family members carefully examine ALL candidates
for their opinions about disabled people. Elected officials need to make decisions based on
FACT, not gut instinct. – written by Phyllis Bannister for Polio Epic, Inc.

POLIO EPIC MEMBERSHIP FORM AND DUES
Type

Renewal

Has your address changed? Yes

New
Name

No
Spouse/Partner

Address

Date

Phone (

City

)

State

Zip

Place email address if you want your newsletter via email
(Please Print Clearly)

I am UNABLE to pay dues at this time, but wish to continue my membership and receive
newsletter
Please remove my name from the mailing list. I no longer wish to receive the newsletter.
Check here if you do not want your name and address listed in the POLIO DIRECTORY
Enclosed is membership fee of $10.00 per person for one calendar year (2014-2015)

Amount Enclosed for Membership

$

Amount Enclosed for Charitable Donation $
Total Enclosed $
Make checks payable to Polio Epic, Inc. and return to P.O. Box 17556,
Tucson, AZ 85731-7556

From the Treasurer…Of Polio Epic
LOOK AT YOUR ADDRESS LABEL!
Our new fiscal year of 2015-2016 began on September 1st. To be current with your
dues, your label should read 2015 or higher. Contact me if you have any
questions at 520-797-6898 or email me at Nannoe1@aol.com. Remember, Polio Epic, Inc. is
non-profit and all donations are tax deductible and very much appreciated!!
If you wish to receive the newsletter via email – be sure to add mickiminner@msn.com to your
address book. It saves Polio Epic money by receiving the newsletter via email. To continue
receiving our newsletter, we encourage you to remember your annual dues to help us maintain
all our services to polio survivors.
IMPORTANT! POLIO EPIC, INC. is sent by bulk mail, and will not be forwarded to
you if your address changes or if you are temporarily away. Members, please notify
Polio Epic as soon as possible if your address changes or if you leave for the summer.
If you wish to get POLIO
, INC. in color –
let us know and set your email
to always accept messages from
mickiminner@msn.com

It is time to CELEBRATE!
At our annual Holiday party, December 12th, 2015, we will
be celebrating our 30th anniversary as a group! Polio Epic
will be having its 30th birthday, and we will share the
traditional gift of 30 years…by having lots of PEARLS.
Pearls of Wisdom, Pearls of Fun, and Please plan on joining
us again for another great party at the Hilton Hotel December
12th, 2015 for our Holiday Luncheon.

WADLEIGH Grants
Polio Epic, Inc. is accepting applications within its membership for a one-time grant of financial
assistance. This program is made possible by a bequest Polio Epic received from Frank
Wadleigh, a longtime member and supporter of our efforts. The purpose of the program is to
improve the quality of life for members, while supporting the overall mission of Polio Epic. The
grants are available up to $500 for any eligible Polio Epic who has been a member for one (1)
year. Reasons for requests can be as varied as the members making them, all are seriously
considered. Contact: Dave Marsh at 327-3252 or davidmarsh519@yahoo.com

